INTRODUCTION
============

ChIP-Seq is a massively parallel sequencing technique that has now become the leading tool for studying the dynamic interplay between transcriptome and epigenome ([@gks048-B1]). It enables profiling of the genomic locations of immunoprecipitated DNA fragments bound by transcription factors, epigenetic marks or other proteins at an unprecedented resolution. In a ChIP-Seq experiment, the protein of interest is initially cross-linked to DNA. The cross-linked chromatin is then fragmented (e.g. by sonication or micrococcal nuclease, MNase, digestion) and enriched by immunoprecipitation using specific antibodies. Cross-links are reversed and the enriched DNA fragments are then amplified and sequenced using massively parallel sequencing technologies. The resulting sequence reads are then mapped to the corresponding genome sequence for further analysis. To estimate baseline enrichment, genomic DNA is sequenced without antibody enrichment (total input). In parallel, non-specific binding can be estimated using control antibodies, such as IgG.

There are several technical aspects of a ChIP-Seq experiment that can impact the quality of the obtained data, including but not limited to antibody specificity, cell type, selection of negative control, chromatin fragmentation techniques and sequencing protocol (e.g. library construction, length of the reads, single or paired-end experimental protocol and sequencing depth). Moreover, the identity of the protein or histone mark of interest can affect the spatial distribution of protein--DNA interactions. For example, histone marks span broad genomic regions, from one nucleosome (∼150 bp) to large chromosomal domains, with no evident association to specific sequence motifs ([@gks048-B2]), while transcription factors typically bind to well-defined sequence-specific regions in the genome.

As ChIP-Seq protocols and the sequencing technology have matured over the years, numerous genome-wide datasets have been generated and the quality of these datasets has significantly improved with deeper coverage. These advances have been accompanied by a similarly rapid development of computational tools to analyze these datasets. In particular, algorithmic performance has improved from low to high sensitivity ([@gks048-B3]) by using better combinations of signal processing strategies, such as correction of sequencing biases, calibration of signal from each experimental lane, filtering of PCR artifacts or strand imbalances and fine-tuning of the parameters of analysis.

Despite the apparent abundance of computational tools, the need for a simple, parameter-free, yet robust pipeline warrants development of versatile approaches that are capable of locating binding events with high sensitivity and specificity in diverse datasets. These approaches are required to detect events in multiple datasets that may have varying length scales, intensities and gaps from other events. The prediction and localization of enriched events in ChIP-Seq data are still not straightforward computational tasks due to the already mentioned biological and experimental variations and other poorly characterized factors (e.g. chromatin compaction, proximity of adjacent binding sites). Moreover, each of the available peak detectors addresses only a certain set of these aspects, affecting the number and characteristics of reported events. For example, some of the ChIP-Seq algorithms are fine-tuned to work with specific proteins while others are better suited to analyze epigenetic marks and require a number of parameters to be explored by the user ([@gks048-B4],[@gks048-B5]).

The development of ChIP-Seq algorithms has equally been hindered by limitations in objective benchmarking standards, resulting in limited efforts to compare their performances ([@gks048-B3]). An important aspect in comparative benchmarking of ChIP-Seq event detectors is to have sizeable validation sets that are *not* selected from the predictions of one single algorithm and are obtained by independent quantitative PCR (qPCR) experiments (the gold standard in the field). Choosing a set of validation sites for a comparative study requires a careful design and therefore we developed a ChIP-Seq specific protocol based on our general Validation Discriminant Analysis (VDA) approach ([@gks048-B6]). This allowed us to perform an objective comparison between 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms using histone modification datasets.

In this study, we introduce Qeseq, a novel non-parametric ChIP-Seq event-finding algorithm, and systematically compare its performance with 14 other programs in histone modification datasets. Using an approach that integrates selection of validation sites and ranking of algorithmic performance in an unbiased fashion, we show that Qeseq is a robust computational tool for analyzing epigenetic datasets. We also demonstrate through an extensive parameter optimization effort that default parameters typically are good choices as they stand out in terms of their stability in algorithmic performance.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
====================

Publicly available ChIP-Seq datasets with qPCR validations
----------------------------------------------------------

In the present study, we used publicly available histone modification ChIP-Seq datasets for lysine 4 tri-methylation of histone H3 in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells (ES.H3K4me3) ([@gks048-B7]), lysine 27 tri-methylation of histone H3 in mouse ES cells (ES.H3K27me3) ([@gks048-B7]) and in mouse muscle cells (MYO.H3K27me3.GM and MYO.H3K27me3.MT), and lysine 36 tri-methylation of histone H3 in mouse muscle cells (MYO.H3K36me3.GM) ([@gks048-B8]). qPCR validations were available for each of the above ChIP-Seq datasets. Additional information on the datasets and their qPCR validations is shown in [Tables 1](#gks048-T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#gks048-T2){ref-type="table"}, respectively. Table 1.Characterization of the histone modification ChIP-Seq datasets in terms of the number of ChIP and control readsHistone modificationChIP readsControl readsES.H3K27me36 537 926715 231ES.H3K4me38 850 116715 231MYO.H3K27me3.GM29 694 72232 866 230MYO.H3K27me3.MT28 538 54627 406 448MYO.H3K36me3.GM25 322 79632 866 230

VDA selected qPCR-validated datasets
------------------------------------

To rank performances of available ChIP-Seq algorithms, we designed two novel validation datasets (H3K27me3.GM.VDA and H3K36me3.GM.VDA) using the VDA approach ([Supplementary Notes C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [Results section](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). qPCR validation sites were considered to be positive or negative according to empirical ChIP-qPCR comparing several wild type and knock-out cell lines ([@gks048-B9]). These tests, showed that under the ChIP conditions used (buffers, washes etc), with three biological replicates, a minimum cutoff for a positive site of 0.05% enrichment over total input eliminated ≥98% of false positive events (P. Asp and B. Dynlacht, unpublished results). This value is the equivalent of using 5 ng of total chromatin as the qPCR template. Loci where the enrichment of the IgG control ChIP over total input control was found \>0.05% in two independent ChIP experiments were removed from the study due to high non-specific background. ChIP-qPCR analysis of the VDA selected sites using the criteria described above generated 197 validated sites for the MYO.H3K27me3.GM.VDA dataset and 94 validated sites in the MYO.H3K36me3.GM.VDA; 291 validation sites in total ([Table 2](#gks048-T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2.Characterization of the qPCR validation sitesHistone modificationPositivesNegativesTotalSourceES.H3K27me3171431([@gks048-B7])ES.H3K4me3191433([@gks048-B7])MYO.H3K27me3.GM7030100([@gks048-B8])MYO.H3K27me3.MT6535100([@gks048-B8])MYO.H3K27me3.GM.VDA14552197VDA validated sitesMYO.H3K36me3.GM.VDA712394VDA validated sites

### Algorithms

We considered Qeseq and 14 other state-of-the-art ChIP-Seq tools. We initially tested Qeseq and 10 other algorithms: CCAT ([@gks048-B10]), ChIPDiff ([@gks048-B11]), ERANGE ([@gks048-B12]), FindPeaks([@gks048-B13]), FSeq ([@gks048-B14]), MACS ([@gks048-B15]), PeakSeq ([@gks048-B16]), QuEST ([@gks048-B17]), SICER ([@gks048-B18]) and SISSRs ([@gks048-B19]). For completeness, we added four algorithms to the comparative study that were not available when we designed the validation experiments: RSEG ([@gks048-B20]), Swembl ([@gks048-B21]), TPIC ([@gks048-B22]) and W-ChIPeaks ([@gks048-B23]) ([Supplementary Table S1a, b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [Supplementary Notes A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)).

### Evaluation of algorithmic performance using qPCR validation experiments

ChIP-Seq datasets were analyzed with these 15 algorithms using the default or recommended settings. Predicted events were compared to the sets of validated sites. All algorithms were run using total input as control, when required. The performance of each algorithm was assessed using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUCROC) measure, which for binary predictors (whether DNA binding occurs or not) is reduced to the balanced accuracy \[[Equation (3)](#gks048-M3){ref-type="disp-formula"} in Results section\]. To account for the loss of resolution due to the increased presence of non-mononucleosomal fragments in the qPCR validation experiments ([Supplementary Notes B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [Supplementary Tables 5--6](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)), we added flanking regions to the boundaries of qPCR-validated sites: 150 bp for histone marks according to the reported average fragment size. A predicted event was considered a True Positive if it was validated by qPCR as a positive site, or a False Positive if it was not validated by qPCR. qPCR validated positive sites were considered False Negatives if there was no predicted event; similarly, True Negatives were qPCR validated negative sites with no predicted event.

RESULTS
=======

Qeseq
-----

### Algorithm design

The Qeseq algorithm analyzes aligned sequence reads from ChIP-Seq data and identifies regions that show a significant enrichment of ChIP signal relative to the control. Two design choices guided our algorithmic development: (a) a parameter-free easy-to-use model combined with (b) high specificity and improved sensitivity when measuring algorithmic performance. Reflecting these goals, the algorithm consists of three main modules: relative enrichment estimation, cluster detection and filtering of artifacts ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). Qeseq iteratively cycles through its first two modules by removing detected clusters and reevaluating enrichment and cluster detection on the remaining signal until no new events are detected. The third module is used once to prune artifacts from the results. The average length of DNA fragments is the only parameter required from the user, which is determined during ChIP-Seq library preparation and is verified experimentally as part of most protocols.

### Relative enrichment estimation

This module estimates the local enrichment of ChIP signal relative to the control from the raw data ([Supplementary Figures S2--S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). The underlying assumption is that the density of sequencing reads can be used to determine this enrichment. Qeseq generates smooth profiles for the ChIP sample and control signal separately on each chromosome using kernel density estimation (KDE) with fixed bandwidth ([@gks048-B24]). We implemented the Gaussian KDE (GKDE) in Qeseq ([Supplementary Figures S2A, S3A, S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)), although other choices of kernel yield very similar results ([Supplementary Figures S2B, C, D, 3B, C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). In particular, we define the genomic position of a sequenced read as its start site, and then for a genomic position *x*, the experimental density (D) is defined as follows: where is the kernel bandwidth in base pairs, *n* is the total number of reads within the chromosome, and each *x~j~* is the genomic position of a sequenced read within *3h* from *x*. The densities (D) are computed separately for the ChIP and the control lanes, such that both densities are estimated at the genomic positions of reads from the ChIP lane. For the ChIP signal *x~j~* represents the genomic positions of ChIP reads, and for the control signal *x~j~* represents the genomic positions of control reads. Because the ChIP and control densities are evaluated within *3h* of the position *x* of the ChIP reads, the control lane might not have reads in this genomic region. We accounted for this bias by adding a pseudo-count of to the control density. We defined the enrichment of the ChIP signal with respect to the control as the ChIP to control log-ratio (ChIR) of the two densities. Qeseq computes the ChIR at the genomic positions *x* of each read in the ChIP lane as follows: where and are the ChIP and control densities, respectively, and *k* is a calibration coefficient defined as ([Supplementary Figures S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [S5](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)).

### Event detection

At the genomic position of each ChIP read, we applied the two-sample Cramér-von Mises test ([@gks048-B25],[@gks048-B26]) to two vectors of the same length representing the empirical and theoretical ChIR distributions to assess significance at the level of α = 0.05. Our theoretical distribution represents the limit of the null distribution when the sequencing coverage is very large. In detail, we compared the distribution of ChIRs within *3h* of the position *x* of the ChIR of interest with the theoretical null distribution with zero mean and zero variance. We assessed the significance of the deviation of the ChIR from the theoretical null distribution at all the genomic positions covered in the ChIP lane ([Supplementary Figures S6D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [S7D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)).

A candidate event was then defined as a contiguous genomic region where all the nucleotides within this interval are within a distance of *3h* from a significantly enriched ChIR. Using this definition we derived the boundaries of each candidate event ([Supplementary Figures S6E](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [S7E](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)).

To test the significance of each candidate event we again used the Cramér-von Mises non-parametric test, but this time it is not applied at the nucleotide level. Rather, this second test assesses whether the empirical distribution of ChIRs within the boundaries of a detected candidate event, is significantly different from the theoretical distribution centered at zero (using the cutoff α = 0.01). Only significant candidate events are retained as positive events ([Supplementary Figures S6G](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [S7G](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)).

We note that the first test used to define candidate events has a less stringent threshold (α = 0.05), which allowed us to improve sensitivity, especially in noisy extended regions, where the significance of individual ChIRs could be hindered by suboptimal coverage. Additionally, we note that the Cramér-von Mises test can detect differences in distributions with higher statistical power than the commonly used two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test ([@gks048-B25]).

### Recalibration

The expected ChIR value of event-free regions should be zero. However, the presence of real binding events generates a heavier right tail in the distribution of the ChIR. We therefore recalibrated the coefficient *k* \[[Equation (2)](#gks048-M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] so that, after masking genomic regions with candidate events, the ChIR distribution for each chromosome was centered at zero ([Supplementary Figures S8](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) and [S9](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). We iteratively repeated calibration, position and candidate event significance assessments on the remaining genomic regions until no new events were detected.

### Filtering of artifacts

In ChIP-Seq signals, experimental noise and sequencing artifacts can contribute to the detection of false events. A common assumption is that reliable candidate events have substantial average enrichment and are characterized by roughly equal number of reads from both DNA strands. To ensure that reported events possess both these qualities, Qeseq removes events that are enriched in the control lane relative to a signal constructed by replacing the read density of every candidate event with a uniform distribution, representing the average read density across all events. This procedure identifies and removes all sites associated with PCR amplification artifacts as well as spurious or non-specific enrichment ([Supplementary Figure S10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). Furthermore, Qeseq removes events with a ratio \>2:1 between the number of reads mapped to the positive (negative) and to the negative (positive) DNA strands, when the total number of reads in the event is large ([Supplementary Figure S11](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). Such events can be the result of incorrect mapping of sequences from repeat elements, or non-specific immunoprecipitation ([@gks048-B27]).

### Additional characteristics of Qeseq

Qeseq provides both browser extensible data (BED) and sequence graph data (SGR) output formats to facilitate visualization in genome browsers. The default output of Qeseq consists of useful information for each event including the number of reads within the event mapped to each strand, the average ChIR and the event *P*-value. All peaks that are filtered out are stored in a separate 'false positive events' file.

Qeseq is implemented in C++ and it is freely available at <http://sourceforge.net/projects/klugerlab/files/qeseq/>

Performance comparison
----------------------

### Unbiased evaluation of algorithmic performance

Previous comparative studies measured algorithmic performance by assessing the number of events that are correctly classified in the test dataset based on specific qPCR validation datasets ([@gks048-B4],[@gks048-B5]). The most commonly used measure of performance in these studies is the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUCROC), which for a binary predictor *i* corresponds to the balanced accuracy:

These earlier comparative studies, however, did not take into account that sampling biases might have occurred in the selection of validation sites. In fact, an unbiased estimate is necessary for validation sets generated using a biased strategy, such as the VDA approach.

We therefore sought to define an unbiased estimate of algorithmic performance ([Supplementary Notes C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)) that is independent of sampling biases. In detail, we derived a corrected AUCROC formula for an algorithm *i* that estimates the number of nucleotides in the genome that would be correctly classified as present (or absent) in a binding event:

These estimates were computed after partitioning the genome into sets of nucleotides sharing the same fingerprint, i.e. a binary vector \[*A*~1~, *A*~2~, ... , *A*~n~\] where *A*~i~ is 1 if the nucleotide was predicted as part of a binding site by algorithm *i* or 0 otherwise ([Supplementary Notes C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). The numbers of nucleotides expected to be true positives , true negatives , positives and negatives were estimated as ([@gks048-B6]): where to each nucleotide we assigned a fingerprint defined as a binary vector \[*A*~1~, *A*~2~, ... , *A*~*n*~\] where *A*~*i*~ is 1 if the nucleotide was predicted as part of a binding site by algorithm *i* or 0 otherwise; *R* is the total number of nucleotides in the genome; *W* is the subset of the 2^n^ possible fingerprints, which consists of the union of all fingerprints associated with the nucleotides covered in the validation experiment; *C~k~* is the number of nucleotides that have fingerprint *k*; *P~k~* and *N~k~* are the number of nucleotides associated with the fingerprint *k* that were experimentally validated as positives and negatives respectively; and *TP~ik~* and *TN~ik~* are the number of nucleotides of fingerprint *k* that are correctly identified as true positives and true negatives by a given algorithm. It follows from this definition that our unbiased estimate is not significantly different from previous biased estimates when the validation set is chosen randomly.

Using the corrected , , and defined in [Equation (4)](#gks048-M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we also derived unbiased estimates of precision, recall, true negative rate and F-measure ([@gks048-B28]) ([Figure 1](#gks048-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). We found that our unbiased AUCROC formula is robust across datasets. When comparing algorithmic performance lower variance is achieved ([Figure 2](#gks048-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Sensitivity and specificity in qPCR validated histone modification datasets. Algorithms are in order of publication. A LOESS estimator has been added to facilitate visualization. **(A)** Specificity statistics of 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms remain almost invariant over time in the range of 0.9--1 in all four histone modification datasets. The minor decrease in specificity in the newer algorithms is due to less restrictive detection procedures that allow a significant improvement in sensitivity (cf. panel B). **(B)** Sensitivity statistics of 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms shows an increasing trend over time in all four datasets. Figure 2.Correlation between biased and unbiased AUCROC estimators in qPCR validated histone modification datasets. **(A)** Estimation of performance using independent validation datasets (MYO.H3K27me3.GM and MYO.H3K27.GM.VDA) derived from the same experiment showed higher reproducibility when using the unbiased AUCROC estimator (black dots). The biased AUCROC statistics (red dots) consistently produced higher estimates for the MYO.H3K27me3.GM. Proximity of a dot to the grey diagonal line indicates that the AUCROC estimates of a given algorithm are similar in two independent validation datasets **(B)** Heatmap of correlations between performance profiles of six histone modifications. Each profile is a 15D vector representing the performance of the 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms. Colors indicate the degree of correlation, where red is positive correlation, green is negative correlation and white represents no correlation. Strong anti-correlations between performance profiles of different histone marks are observed when we use the biased AUCROC estimator (orange square). In contrast, the use of the unbiased AUCROC estimator leads on average to higher correlations between the performance profiles (blue square).

### Performance analysis based on existing qPCR validations using unbiased AUCROC measure

We initially assessed the performance of each algorithm using publicly available qPCR validation datasets ([Table 2](#gks048-T2){ref-type="table"}). Our unbiased AUCROC measure \[[Equation (4)](#gks048-M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] indicated differences between algorithms, suggesting that on average the most recent algorithms had improved performance ([Figure 3](#gks048-F3){ref-type="fig"}A and [Tables 3](#gks048-T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#gks048-T4){ref-type="table"}). Using the existing histone qPCR validation datasets, ChIPDiff, FindPeaks FSeq, Qeseq, RSEG, SWEMBL and TPIC have AUCROCs \> 0.8 in the majority of cases ([Figure 3](#gks048-F3){ref-type="fig"}A). On average, in the four existing datasets the top performing algorithms had nearly identical AUCROCs: RSEG (average AUCROC = 0.87), Qeseq and FindPeaks (both with average AUCROC = 0.85). Figure 3.Comparison of unbiased AUCROC performance estimates in existing and novel qPCR validated histone modification datasets. Algorithms are in order of publication. LOESS estimators have been added to facilitate visualization. **(A)** AUCROC statistics of the 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms sorted according to their time of publication shows incremental improvements in existing qPCR validated histone modification datasets (MYO.H3K27me3.GM, MYO.H3K27me3.MT, ES.H3K4me3 and ES.H3K27me3). The lines indicate that over time algorithms achieved better performance. **(B)** AUCROC statistics of the 15 algorithms sorted according their time of publication shows incremental improvements in novel qPCR validated histone modification datasets (MYO.H3K27me3.GM.VDA and MYO.H3K36me3.GM.VDA). The lines indicate that over time algorithms achieved better performance. Table 3.Performance analysis for each algorithm using the default settings in histone modification datasets based on unbiased AUCROC statisticDatasets/AlgorithmsCCATChIPDiffERANGEFindPeaksFSeqMACSPeakSeqQeseqQuESTRSEGSICERSISSRSSWEMBLTPICW-ChiPeaksMYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDA0.82320.83310.50380.84270.76380.65830.65000.83780.50110.85910.50000.50890.81240.80250.5085MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDA0.62230.66960.50000.46100.61400.61480.54830.67220.50000.62170.62120.50020.60370.62000.5000MYO.H3k27me3.GM0.80020.78790.50030.79870.79310.59800.62290.79910.50000.79910.50000.50100.79980.79930.5046MYO.H3k27me3.MT0.73550.73400.50000.73500.71280.53940.55900.73190.50000.73540.50000.50020.73620.73550.5015ES.H3K4me30.84130.84260.80880.87380.97420.96300.49510.99400.66970.99720.99700.50000.90320.98140.8373ES.H3K27me30.50270.91720.58261.00000.83660.67570.72940.87030.55510.94540.88530.50000.87470.86070.7185 Table 4.Average performance of each algorithm using the default settings in histone modification datasets based on unbiased AUCROC statisticDatasets/AlgorithmsCCATChIPDiffERANGEFindPeaksFSeqMACSPeakSeqQeseqQuESTRSEGSICERSISSRSSWEMBLTPICW-ChiPeaksAVERAGE ALL HISTONE DATASETS0.72090.79740.56590.78520.78240.67490.6008**0.8175**0.53770.82630.66720.50170.78830.79990.5951AVERAGE VDA DATASETS0.7227**0.7513**0.50190.65180.68890.63660.5991**0.7550**0.50060.74040.56060.50460.70810.71120.5042AVERAGE EXISTING DATASETS0.71990.82040.5979**0.8519**0.82920.69400.6016**0.8488**0.5562**0.8693**0.72060.50030.82850.84420.6405

### VDA-based design of novel validation datasets

Experimentally validated histone modification datasets are scarce, and most algorithms have been trained and tested on specific and small datasets ([Supplementary Notes C](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). In order to overcome this limitation, we designed two novel extensive histone modification qPCR datasets.

For a fair comparison between algorithms we sought to select validation sites by using our VDA approach ([Supplementary Notes C.I](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)), such that the resulting validation dataset consists of a subset of sites with higher discriminative power than a random subset. Specifically, VDA maximizes the minimum number of discordant predictions between any pair of algorithms (i.e. we want to choose validation sites such that the minimal discrepancy between any pair of algorithms is maximized). This procedure enables a more reliable ranking of algorithmic performance than using random subsets from the list of all available sites ([@gks048-B6]).

To select validation sites we initially implemented the genome segmentation protocol ([Supplementary Notes C.II](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)) based on the predictions obtained for MYO.H3K27me3.GM with CCAT, ChIPDiff, ERANGE, FindPeaks, FSeq, MACS, PeakSeq, Qeseq, QuEST and SISSRs. Myoblast H3K27me3 ChIP-qPCRs were performed for 115 sites and 99 of these sites were successfully characterized as H3K27me3 positives or negatives (see 'Materials and Methods' section), resulting in 88 positives and 11 negatives. In addition, to further discriminate between the top performing algorithms we designed a second set of validation sites selected by applying the ChIP-Seq VDA protocol to predictions from CCAT, FSeq, MACS, PeakSeq and Qeseq in MYO.H3K27me3.GM data. This increased the size of the MYO.H3K27me3.GM.VDA validation set with an additional 98 sites, which, together with the first set, comprised 197 sites. For these additional 98 sites, we implemented the clean-sites protocol ([Supplementary Notes C.III](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)) to define candidate sites that improve robustness to the loss of resolution introduced by conventional qPCR. To avoid possible bias from using only one histone mark for testing, we applied the clean-sites protocol ([Supplementary Notes C.III](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)) to the predictions obtained for another mark, MYO.H3K36me3.GM using CCAT, FSeq, MACS, PeakSeq and Qeseq. 94 sites (out of 114) were successfully validated by ChIP-qPCR.

### Comparison of algorithmic performance using VDA datasets

In the H3K27me3.GM.VDA dataset, RSEG (AUCROC = 0.86), FindPeaks (AUCROC = 0.84) and Qeseq (AUCROC = 0.84), showed the highest AUCROCs ([Figure 3](#gks048-F3){ref-type="fig"}B and [Tables 3](#gks048-T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#gks048-T4){ref-type="table"}), largely outperforming all other algorithms. Performances were lower in the H3K36me3.GM.VDA dataset where the leading algorithms were Qeseq (AUCROC = 0.67) and ChIPDiff (AUCROC = 0.67) ([Figure 3](#gks048-F3){ref-type="fig"}B and [Tables 3](#gks048-T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#gks048-T4){ref-type="table"}). On average, in these two novel validation datasets, Qeseq (average AUCROC = 0.75) and CCAT (average AUCROC = 0.72) had the best performance along with two HMM-based algorithms, ChIPDiff (average AUCROC = 0.75) and RSEG (average AUCROC = 0.74).

Exploration of the parameter space of ChIP-Seq algorithms
---------------------------------------------------------

### Design of parameter space exploration

Most algorithms have a number of parameters that can be set by the user ([Table 5](#gks048-T5){ref-type="table"}). For any algorithm, exploring the parameter space to improve performance is time-consuming and prone to over-fitting ([@gks048-B29]). Moreover, it is difficult to predict how results may vary as parameter values are changed. In addition to our analysis on default settings, conducted under the assumption that developers have extensively tested their programs to ensure best average performance, we also explored the parameter space of all the parametric algorithms considered in our study ([Table 5](#gks048-T5){ref-type="table"}). We sought to obtain an overview of the effects of different parameters on the performance, stability and monotonicity of such changes. For each algorithm, we modified one parameter at a time up to two orders of magnitude in logarithmic scale around the default value, resulting in effectively comparing 315 models, each applied to six epigenetic datasets. This is an unprecedented effort in the characterization of parameter space of bioinformatics algorithms for comparative purposes. Table 5.Summary of parameter space explored for each algorithmAlgorithmsParameters explored**CCAT***Bootstrap pass*: number of passes in the bootstrapping process*Minimum count*: minimum number of read counts at the peak*Minimum score*: minimum score of normalized difference*Moving Step*: step of window sliding*SlidingWinSize*: size of sliding window**ChIPDiff***MaxIterationNum*: maximum number of iterations*MinRegionDist*: minimum distance between two histone modification regions*MinFoldChange*: threshold for fold change*MinP*: threshold for confidence*MaxTrainingSeqNum*: maximum number of sequences for training.**ERANGE***Autoshift*: calculate a 'best shift' for each region*Shiftlearn*: pick the best shift based on the best shift for strong sites using the parameter*Notrim*: turns off region trimming*NoDirectionality*: the fraction of + strand reads required to be to the left of the peak*Minimum*: minimum number of reads within the region*Ratio*: sets the minimum fold enrichment*Shift*: shift reads by half the expected fragment length*Space*: sets the maximum distance between reads in the region**FindPeaks***DistType*: type of distribution used*Iteration*: Monte-Carlo FDR for estimating background noise*MinCoverage*: modifies the distribution to remove contributions below the supplied height*SubPeaks*: turns on the subpeaks module, to perform peak separation*Trim*: float value is used to determine the amount of the shoulder of each peak retained*WindowSize*: size of scanning window**FSeq***FeatureLength*: feature length*Threshold*: standard deviations**MACS***MFold*: regions within MFOLD range of high-confidence enrichment ratio against background to build model*NoLambda*: if True, MACS will use fixed background lambda as local lambda for every peak region*NoModel*: whether or not to build the shifting model*PValue*: *P*-value cutoff for peak detection**PeakSeq***MaxRegExt*: largest region for which the extended region is evaluated*PvalThresh*: threshold *P-*value for a peak*Region*: amount on each side that regions are extended when extended regions are used*BinSize*: bin size for doing linear regression*WPerC:* number of windows per chromosome*WSiz*e: window size for scoring*MinFDR*: required false discovery rate*MaxCount*: maximum number of reads using the same starting nucleotide*NSims*: number of simulations per window to estimate FDR*MaxGap*: maximum gap allowed between peaks for them to be merged together**Qeseq**There are no parameters to change.**QuEST**We tried to change two parameters: quick-window scan and calibrate peak shift. The output format changed, rendering the results of these parameter changes not applicable to our study.**RSEG***Bin*: an integer to specify the size of bins used in the program*Desert*: an integer value so that if the size of a deadzone is larger than this value, the deadzone is ignored from subsequent analysis*Distribution*: emission distribution used in the program to model read counts*Probability*: minimum probability value*Iteration*: maximum number of iterations for HMM training**SICER***WindowSize*: size of the windows to scan the genome width*GapSize*: allowed gap in base pairs between islands*FDR*: false discovery rate controlling significance**SISSRS***DirReads*: number of 'directional' reads required within certain number of base pairs on either side of the inferred binding site*Pvalue*: p-value threshold*Window*: size of the overlapping/sliding scanning window**SWEMBL***Penalty gradient (p)Penalty gradient (p) after gap of certain size (d)Fragment extension*: extend fragment in the direction of the read up to a certain length**TPIC***Width*: width of interval used to calculate local rate γ (*t*)*D*: parameter used in discretizing γ*Min_Region_Length*: size of the overlapping/sliding scanning window**W-ChiPeaks***Bin sizeFDR*: false discovery rate

### Parameter change affects length scale of detected binding events

As recently reported ([@gks048-B30]), the characteristics of binding events reported by different algorithms vary significantly. We found that at default settings most algorithms had an invariant distribution of event lengths, regardless of the dataset ([Figure 4](#gks048-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). We hypothesized that for these algorithms the characteristic distribution of event lengths is a function of a subset of parameters. We therefore examined each algorithm and explored how the length scales varied by changing one parameter at a time. We analyzed the MYO.H3K27me3.GM dataset and observed that the parametric variants of each algorithm typically clustered together ([Figure 5](#gks048-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Within the CCAT, ERANGE and RSEG clusters, however, we noticed that there were parameters that substantially affected the distributions of event lengths. As expected, these changes were associated with parameters that reduce resolution, thus increasing the length of predicted events. These parameters were for instance ERANGE\'s space, RSEG\'s Gauss distribution, and CCAT\'s sliding window size parameters. Figure 4.Distribution of lengths of binding events detected by 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms in histone modification datasets. For each algorithm and for each dataset the distribution of site lengths is displayed as a density heatmap. The empirical probability of an event length is shown in greyscale, with darker grey indicating higher probability. Algorithms such as MACS and SISSRs exhibit a short range of event lengths. Other algorithms, such as ChIPDiff and QuEST have a broader spectrum of site lengths. Default settings were used in all algorithms. Figure 5.Comparison of length scale characteristics of binding events detected by 315 parametric models in MYO.H3K27me3.GM.VDA dataset. For each parametric model the distribution of site lengths is displayed as a density heatmap. The empirical probability of an event length is shown in greyscale, with darker grey indicating higher probability. The parametric variants of each algorithmic model are grouped together to simplify visualization. Most parameters in each algorithm do not affect the length distribution of the detected events.

### Parameter change affects the number of detected binding events

To explore the stability of parameters, we performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on a 315-by-6 matrix of the number of detected events to effectively visualize similarities and dissimilarities between all the 315 models. Since we sought to examine how varying one parameter impacts the number of detected events, we projected the data onto the two leading principal components and drew lines connecting between models derived by changing a single parameter of a given algorithm ([Figure 6](#gks048-F6){ref-type="fig"}A and [Supplementary Table S3b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). For a given algorithm, trajectories stem from the default setting. Each trajectory corresponds to a single parameter ([Supplementary Notes D](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). As Qeseq has no parameters to be explored, its PCA representation is a point corresponding to the default settings. Figure 6.PCA of the number of detected events and AUCROC performances of 315 ChIP-Seq models in six histone modification datasets. (**A** and **B**) Data was projected onto its first two principal components using standard PCA. Each of the 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms is shown with a distinctive color. For each algorithm, there are several trajectories each representing the span of the parametric variants obtained by changing a single parameter. All the trajectories stem from the default setting. (A) PCA was performed on the number of detected binding events. Long trajectories reflect parametric instability as seen for example in, the trajectories of SISSRs, CCAT and ERANGE. (B) PCA was performed on the AUCROC statistics. Algorithms whose performance is stable to fine-tuning of parameters have short trajectories, for example TPIC and SWEMBL.

Stable parameters have very short and almost linear trajectories. Therefore, we hypothesized that the difference between algorithms would be larger than the difference between the parametric variants of the same algorithm. On the contrary, we found that most parameter trajectories traversed large regions ([Figure 6](#gks048-F6){ref-type="fig"}A) and the number of detected binding events across the ChIP-Seq datasets varied significantly (spanning more than four orders of magnitude) between algorithms and between parametric variants of the same algorithm. Overall, this suggests that the algorithms could not fully capture the multi-scale characteristic of a given histone mark.

### Parameter change affects algorithmic performances across datasets

We further investigated the stability of performance as parameters were tuned. A desirable property of a parametric model is that the differences in performance between its parametric variants are proportionately related to the differences in the parameter, such that small deviations from the default setting would result in small changes in performance.

To compare performances of the 315 models across six histone modification datasets we applied PCA to a 315-by-6 matrix of unbiased AUCROC measures to display the dissimilarities between these models ([Figure 6](#gks048-F6){ref-type="fig"}B). Additionally, we used a PCA biplot ([Figure 7](#gks048-F7){ref-type="fig"}), which simultaneously displays the multidimensional models and histone modification datasets in 2D ([@gks048-B31],[@gks048-B32]). PCA allowed us to inspect which algorithmic models and parameter choices are grouped together, and locate a region in this space with the top performing models across all datasets. Moreover, with the aid of the biplot approach we could observe the approximated performance of each model in each dataset ([Supplementary Notes D.III](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). Figure 7.Biplot of the performances of 315 ChIP-Seq models in six histone modification datasets. Data was projected on its two principal components using standard PCA techniques. In addition, the vectors corresponding to the six histone modification datasets were added as arrows. All parametric models from 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms are represented by dots identifiable by their distinctive colors. In addition, a density heatmap was added to the background and supplied by isoclines at 25% of the total density. The density heatmap was computed using a 2D Gaussian kernel with bandwidth of 0.05 in the principal component units. Few algorithms (RSEG, SWEMBLE and CCAT) correspond to parametric models that occupy small well-defined regions of the PCA space. Other algorithms show a continuous spread of performances (Erange, W-ChIPeaks); others, like SISSRs have multimodal density distributions, as clearly shown by the presence of multiple disconnected circles.

We observed instability in algorithmic behavior, where small changes in the choice of parameters often resulted in large deviations in performance, most notably for ERANGE, and FindPeaks ([Figure 6](#gks048-F6){ref-type="fig"}B). For example, when we modified the Subpeaks parameter of FindPeaks in the MYO.H3K27me3.GM.VDA dataset by one order of magnitude, we observed that the AUCROC changed from 0.77 to 0.60 ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). Changing ERANGE\'s shift parameter by one order of magnitude in the ES. H3K4me3 dataset induced AUCROC to drop from 0.80 to 0.50 ([Supplementary Table S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1)). These parameters impact how short events with few reads are clustered together into longer events. As a result, we found high correlation between the value of these parameters and the number of false negatives.

We also observed models generated by the parametric variants of the CCAT algorithm fall into a cluster. The performance ranking of the CCAT variants is high in the MYO datasets. Similarly, the variants of the MACS algorithm are highly ranked in the ES cell datasets. These results suggest that the different underlying design choices of these two algorithms capture distinct properties of the signals. Importantly, five algorithms (Qeseq, TPIC, RSEG, SWEMBL and FindPeaks) were high performers across all datasets.

### The choice of optimal parameters varied across different datasets

A natural way to optimize parameters is by using minimization procedures. However, as described above we observed that changes of some parameters led to strong changes in performance. Although fine-tuning could still be performed by exhaustive or heuristic search of the parameter space, the critical question is whether a model obtained by such a procedure is generalizable to multiple types of similar signals. Fitting parameters for a single dataset requires extensive validation experiments: desirably, fine-tuning should be done once and its results confidently used for all other related datasets.

To determine whether fine-tuning is a recommended step for analysis of a new ChIP-Seq dataset, we examined if we could identify a best set of parameters for each algorithm such that the fine-tuned version would consistently achieve higher performance than the default settings in all datasets. We investigated this in two ways: (i) we checked whether fine-tuning of a single parameter could improve the performance in each epigenetic dataset, and (ii) we explored whether, for each algorithm, the optimal parameter choice in one dataset consistently improved (not necessarily optimized) algorithmic performance in all the other datasets with respect to the default parameter.

When we addressed point (i) above, we noticed that for algorithms for which the default parameters were not the best across all datasets, the parameter that led to best improvement in one dataset was not the one that consistently gave the best improvements in all the other datasets ([Table 6](#gks048-T6){ref-type="table"}). The only exception was ERANGE for which fine-tuning of the 'Space' parameter resulted in optimal performance across all epigenetics datasets. Importantly, across all algorithms, we did not find a fixed value for a single parameter that was optimal across all epigenetic datasets. The best parameter set for each algorithm in each dataset is displayed in [Table 6](#gks048-T6){ref-type="table"}. As can be seen from the table, the optimal values vary across the datasets. Table 6.Best performing parameters, values are indicated in bracketsMYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAMYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAMYO.H3k27me3.GMMYO.H3k27me3.MTES.H3K4me3ES.H3K27me3CCATSliding Window (2000)Sliding Window (2000)Sliding Window (5000)Sliding Window (5000)DefaultMinimum Score ([@gks048-B1])ChIPDiffDefaultDefaultDefaultDefaultMinimum Fold Change ([@gks048-B2])DefaultERANGESpace (1000)Space (5000)Space (500)Space (5000)Space (500)Space (500)FindPeaksMin. Coverage ([@gks048-B2])Subpeaks (0.05)Subpeaks (0.05)Window ([@gks048-B20]) / Window (50)Window (100) / Window (50)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}FSeqFeature Length (500)Threshold ([@gks048-B1])Threshold ([@gks048-B2])Threshold ([@gks048-B1])Feature Length (5000)Threshold ([@gks048-B2])MACS*P*-value (e − 2)M-fold ([@gks048-B5],[@gks048-B10])*P*-value (e − 8)M-fold ([@gks048-B1],[@gks048-B5])*P*-value (e − 3)*P*-value (e − 3)PeakSeqMax. Gap (2000)Bin (2000)Max. Gap (2000)Max. Gap (2000)FDR (e − 1)FDR (e − 1)QeseqDefault[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}QuESTDefault[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^a^](#gks048-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}RSEGDefault[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Bin (10000)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Bin (5000)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}SICERDefault[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Window (200) Gap (2000)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Window ([@gks048-B20]) Gap (600) Window (100) Gap (600)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Window (200) Gap (2000)SISSRS*P*-value e − 1/ Window ([@gks048-B20])*P*-value e − 1 / *P*-value e − 3 / Window ([@gks048-B20])Window ([@gks048-B2])Window ([@gks048-B10])Window ([@gks048-B2])Window ([@gks048-B6])SWEMBLFragment Extension (200)Fragment Extension (200)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Fragment Extension (150)Fragment Extension (200)TPICWidth (100)DefaultWidth (5000)DefaultDefaultDefaultW-ChiPeaksBin (200) FDR (0.95)Default[^b^](#gks048-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}Bin (400) FDR (0.95)Bin (500) FDR (0.95)Bin (300) FDR (0.95)Bin (400) FDR (0.95) / Bin (500) FDR (0.95)[^3][^4]

When we addressed point (ii) above, we found that PeakSeq and SWEMBL had new values for some of the parameters that consistently led to better performance across all datasets ([Table 7](#gks048-T7){ref-type="table"}). These new settings led to longer event sites at lower resolution. However, none of these optimized performances were higher than the performance of CCAT, ChIPDiff, FSeq, Qeseq RSEG, SICER and TPIC. We note that these algorithms were originally optimized for analysis of transcription factor ChIP-Seq signals. PeakSeq was one of the algorithms most sensitive to parameter changes, and these conclusions are similar to previous results ([@gks048-B33]). Importantly, for the majority of the algorithms, parameter optimization did not improve performance with respect to default settings across all datasets, suggesting that in most cases algorithm developers have satisfactorily optimized default parameters. Table 7.Comparison of default and benchmarked performances in histone modification datasetsDatasetAlgorithmDefault AUCROCMax. AUCROC param.H3.K27 GM-VDAH3.K36 GM-VDAH3.K27 GMH3.K27MTES.H3K4ES.H3K2**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDACCAT**0.82320.87870.0000−0.1938−0.0927−0.1539−0.1670−0.2618**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDACCAT**0.62230.68490.19380.00000.10110.04000.0268−0.0679**MYO.H3k27me3.GMCCAT**0.80020.8562−0.2023−0.17680.0000−0.0371−0.1646−0.2083**MYO.H3k27me3.MTCCAT**0.73550.8191−0.1651−0.13970.03710.0000−0.1274−0.1712**ES.H3K4me3CCAT**0.84130.8413−0.0181−0.2190−0.0411−0.10580.0000−0.3386**ES.H3K27me3CCAT**0.50270.6556−0.0405−0.01240.14310.05990.15950.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAChipDiff**0.83310.83310.0000−0.1635−0.0452−0.09910.00950.0841**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAChipDiff**0.66960.66960.16350.00000.11840.06440.17310.2476**MYO.H3k27me3.GMChipDiff**0.78790.78790.0452−0.11840.0000−0.05390.05470.1293**MYO.H3k27me3.MTChipDiff**0.73400.73400.0991−0.06440.05390.00000.10870.1832**ES.H3K4me3ChipDiff**0.84260.9720−0.2687−0.4425−0.2038−0.24180.0000−0.1001**ES.H3K27me3ChipDiff**0.91720.9172−0.0841−0.2476−0.1293−0.1832−0.07450.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAErange**0.50380.56710.0000−0.0672−0.0011−0.05870.1681−0.0473**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAErange**0.50000.6110−0.12210.0000−0.0921−0.05540.1158−0.0243**MYO.H3k27me3.GMErange**0.50030.5712−0.0188−0.07150.0000−0.05590.30570.2937**MYO.H3k27me3.MTErange**0.50000.5557−0.06670.0554−0.03670.00000.17120.0311**ES.H3K4me3Erange**0.80880.8770−0.3245−0.3772−0.3057−0.36170.0000−0.0121**ES.H3K27me3Erange**0.58260.8649−0.3125−0.3652−0.2937−0.34960.01200.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAFindpeaks**0.84270.84690.0000−0.3916−0.0482−0.11190.02830.1531**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAFindpeaks**0.46100.75760.01410.00000.0415−0.04750.06540.2424**MYO.H3k27me3.GMFindpeaks**0.79870.7991−0.0274−0.04150.0000−0.08890.02390.2009**MYO.H3k27me3.MTFindpeaks**0.73500.8423−0.1053−0.1348−0.04360.00000.04190.1515**ES.H3K4me3Findpeaks**0.87380.8873−0.1204−0.1868−0.0886−0.04510.00000.1060**ES.H3K27me3Findpeaks**1.00001.0000−0.1573−0.5390−0.2013−0.2650−0.12620.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAFseq**0.76380.84210.0000−0.2281−0.0613−0.13730.1294−0.0148**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAFseq**0.61400.6355−0.08190.00000.16350.13970.23590.2272**MYO.H3k27me3.GMFseq**0.79310.7998−0.1106−0.18080.0000−0.06980.12060.0833**MYO.H3k27me3.MTFseq**0.71280.7752−0.2216−0.13970.02380.00000.09620.0876**ES.H3K4me3Fseq**0.97420.9995−0.2815−0.4974−0.2062−0.27230.0000−0.1975**ES.H3K27me3Fseq**0.83660.8831−0.1939−0.2641−0.0833−0.15310.03730.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAMACS**0.65830.67360.0000−0.0549−0.1176−0.15700.31390.1904**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAMACS**0.61480.6247−0.12470.0000−0.1247−0.07380.27740.2205**MYO.H3k27me3.GMMACS**0.59800.6061−0.0139−0.01470.0000−0.07060.22220.0697**MYO.H3k27me3.MTMACS**0.53940.5553−0.05530.0693−0.05530.00000.41360.2775**ES.H3K4me3MACS**0.96300.9886−0.3218−0.3726−0.4046−0.46780.0000−0.1212**ES.H3K27me3MACS**0.67570.8674−0.2006−0.2514−0.2834−0.34660.12120.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAPeakSeq**0.65000.70640.0000−0.18770.0224−0.0757−0.20640.0436**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAPeakSeq0.54830.55090.09890.00000.13370.01640.37550.1785MYO.H3k27me3.GMPeakSeq**0.62290.7289−0.0224−0.21010.0000−0.0982−0.22890.0211**MYO.H3k27me3.MTPeakSeq**0.55900.63070.0757−0.11190.09820.0000−0.13070.1193**ES.H3K4me3PeakSeq**0.49510.9290−0.2784−0.3803−0.2268−0.35070.0000−0.1707**ES.H3K27me3PeakSeq**0.72940.7583−0.1077−0.2096−0.0560−0.18000.17070.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAQeseq**0.83780.83780.0000−0.1656−0.0387−0.10590.15620.0325**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAQeseq**0.67220.67220.16560.00000.12690.05970.32180.1981**MYO.H3k27me3.GMQeseq**0.79910.79910.0387−0.12690.0000−0.06720.19490.0712**MYO.H3k27me3.MTQeseq**0.73190.73190.1059−0.05970.06720.00000.26210.1384**ES.H3K4me3Qeseq**0.99400.9940−0.1562−0.3218−0.1949−0.26210.0000−0.1237**ES.H3K27me3Qeseq**0.87030.8703−0.0325−0.1981−0.0712−0.13840.12370.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAQuEST**0.50110.50110.0000−0.0011−0.0011−0.00110.16850.0540**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAQuEST**0.50000.50000.00110.00000.00000.00000.16970.0551**MYO.H3k27me3.GMQuEST**0.50000.50000.00110.00000.00000.00000.16960.0551**MYO.H3k27me3.MTQuEST**0.50000.50000.00110.00000.00000.00000.16970.0551**ES.H3K4me3QuEST**0.66970.6697−0.1685−0.1697−0.1696−0.16970.0000−0.1146**ES.H3K27me3QuEST**0.55510.5551−0.0540−0.0551−0.0551−0.05510.11460.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDARSEG**0.85910.85910.0000−0.2374−0.0600−0.12370.13810.0863**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDARSEG**0.62170.7516−0.18240.00000.00890.08660.03700.1093**MYO.H3k27me3.GMRSEG**0.79910.79910.0600−0.17730.0000−0.06370.19810.1463**MYO.H3k27me3.MTRSEG**0.73540.8387−0.2672−0.0927−0.04110.00000.12730.0223**ES.H3K4me3RSEG**0.99720.9972−0.1381−0.3754−0.1981−0.26180.0000−0.0518**ES.H3K27me3RSEG**0.94540.9469−0.0878−0.3252−0.1478−0.21150.0503−0.0015**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDASICER**0.50000.50000.00000.12120.00000.00000.49700.3853**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDASICER**0.62120.7038−0.20380.0000−0.2038−0.20380.18030.2739**MYO.H3k27me3.GMSICER**0.50000.50000.00000.12120.00000.00000.49700.3853**MYO.H3k27me3.MTSICER**0.50000.7355−0.2355−0.1337−0.23550.00000.25690.1500**ES.H3K4me3SICER**0.99700.9970−0.4970−0.3757−0.4970−0.49700.0000−0.1117**ES.H3K27me3SICER**0.88530.9777−0.4777−0.2739−0.4777−0.4777−0.09360.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDASISSRS**0.50890.54660.0000−0.0372−0.0309−0.04310.08600.0603**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDASISSRS**0.50020.50940.03720.00000.0063−0.00590.12320.0975**MYO.H3k27me3.GMSISSRS**0.50100.52690.0142−0.02660.0000−0.02250.30810.1262**MYO.H3k27me3.MTSISSRS**0.50020.50680.0335−0.00660.01680.00000.17460.1189**ES.H3K4me3SISSRS**0.50000.8350−0.2939−0.3347−0.3081−0.33060.0000−0.1819**ES.H3K27me3SISSRS**0.50000.6533−0.1119−0.1478−0.1288−0.14860.15170.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDASWEMBL**0.81240.91280.0000−0.2938−0.1130−0.17660.0426−0.0273**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDASWEMBL0.60370.61900.29380.00000.18070.11720.33640.2665MYO.H3k27me3.GMSWEMBL**0.79980.79980.0127−0.19600.0000−0.06350.10340.0750**MYO.H3k27me3.MTSWEMBL**0.73620.73620.0762−0.13250.06350.00000.16690.1385**ES.H3K4me3SWEMBL**0.90320.9741−0.1603−0.3691−0.1743−0.23780.0000−0.0965**ES.H3K27me3SWEMBL**0.87470.88550.0273−0.2665−0.0857−0.14930.06990.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDATPIC**0.80250.88110.0000−0.2738−0.0861−0.17450.0830−0.0477**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDATPIC**0.62000.62000.18250.00000.17930.11550.36140.2407**MYO.H3k27me3.GMTPIC**0.79930.8042−0.0253−0.19760.0000−0.08120.15990.0291**MYO.H3k27me3.MTTPIC**0.73550.73550.0670−0.11550.06370.00000.24580.1251**ES.H3K4me3TPIC**0.98140.9814−0.1789−0.3614−0.1821−0.24580.0000−0.1207**ES.H3K27me3TPIC**0.86070.8607−0.0582−0.2407−0.0614−0.12510.12070.0000**MYO.H3k27me3.GM.VDAW-ChiPeaks**0.50850.51360.0000−0.0136−0.0030−0.01250.31470.2409**MYO.H3k36me3.GM.VDAW-ChiPeaks**0.50000.50000.00850.00000.00460.00150.33730.2185**MYO.H3k27me3.GMW-ChiPeaks**0.50460.5140−0.0035−0.01400.0000−0.00450.32270.2881**MYO.H3k27me3.MTW-ChiPeaks**0.50150.51000.0000−0.01000.00290.00000.32080.2921**ES.H3K4me3W-ChiPeaks**0.83730.8458−0.3354−0.3458−0.3401−0.33860.0000−0.0558**ES.H3K27me3W-ChiPeaks**0.71850.8020−0.2921−0.3020−0.2892−0.29210.02880.0000

DISCUSSION
==========

In this study, we compared the performances of ChIP-Seq algorithms in terms of their ability to detect binding events typical of epigenetic marks, their consistency of performance across different biological experiments and their sensitivity to parameter changes.

Undoubtedly, ChIP-Seq algorithms' optimization and design choices have been dictated by the available sequencing technologies. Initial applications were designed to localize the binding of transcription factors along the genome that correspond to short regions (\<50 bp) sparsely distributed along the genome often occurring at specific locations such as transcription start sites ([@gks048-B15],[@gks048-B19]). More recent ChIP-Seq studies ([@gks048-B8]) leveraged on improved sequencing techniques and shed light on the genome-wide organization of chromatin and the relative topology of different DNA-interacting proteins.

Given the limits of the initial sequencing efforts in terms of coverage, one might have anticipated that the first generation of algorithms (ERANGE, FindPeaks, QuEST, SISSRs, MACS, ChIPDiff, FSEQ and PeakSeq) exhibited considerable specificity but low sensitivity ([Figure 1](#gks048-F1){ref-type="fig"}). High specificity was maintained in the second generation of algorithms (SICER, CCAT, SWEMBL, TPIC, W-ChIPeaks, RSEG and Qeseq), while sensitivity significantly improved in parallel with sequencing techniques (thus better signal-to-noise ratio).

Although our analysis spans several years of experimental and computational improvements, one central question still remains: is it possible to further improve the analysis of ChIP-Seq signals? In our study the best performing algorithms employ different signal processing strategies, yet they have similar and close to optimal performances both in pre-existing and in our novel large validation datasets ([Figure 3](#gks048-F3){ref-type="fig"}). This limit may be due to the quality of the current ChIP and sequencing technologies. However, our study also demonstrates that certain features of algorithms can still be improved. For instance, better characterization of the identified events in terms of length spectra ([Figure 4](#gks048-F4){ref-type="fig"}), which in principle, could be fine-tuned by the end-users to optimize performance. Our analyses suggest that the performance of the most recent algorithms improved incrementally. We expect further incremental improvements to take place. These advancements are necessary and important in that any investigator would prefer to use the best possible algorithm compared to older less reliable methods. In addition, there are other equally important improvements such as speed, simplicity (parameter-free solutions), and usability in all operating systems (PC, MAC and Linux).

We have also shown that fine-tuning often leads to instability ([Figures 5](#gks048-F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#gks048-F6){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we found that the set of optimal parameters are not unique across datasets, not even in experiments analyzing the same protein. Thus, default parameters are generally recommended for all algorithms. In this regard, we have introduced a key improvement in Qeseq by providing a non-parametric algorithm whose average performance is comparable to the best available models ([Figure 7](#gks048-F7){ref-type="fig"}). Qeseq successfully incorporated in its design elements of a fully automated algorithm that can estimate experimental parameters at run-time and we envision that more parameter-free algorithms will be developed in the future.

In this study we presented a qualitative and quantitative comparison of 15 ChIP-Seq algorithms in epigenetic datasets. In order to provide objective and systematic benchmarking, we designed and applied novel approaches to select robust experimental validation sets and to estimate algorithmic performance. The comparative results obtained are reproducible and generalizable to other high-throughput data. In this study alongside with our comprehensive evaluation of ChIP-Seq algorithms we provided guidelines and examples to implement equally rich evaluation platforms for future methodological comparisons.
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[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks048/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1--6, Supplementary Figures 1--12 and Supplementary Notes A--D and Supplementary Reference ([@gks048-B34]).
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[^2]: Present address: Patrik Asp, Department Of Liver Transplant, Montefiore Medical Center, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY 10467, USA.

[^3]: ^a^Only default settings were tested.

[^4]: ^b^Default is the maximal AUCROC and is exactly equal to other parameter settings.
